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Introduction
Baltazar da Silva Castro (1891-1967) joined in 
1929 the General Bureau for National Buildings 
and Monuments (DGEMN) in its division of the 
Directorate of Monuments – North, when this 
institution was created, assuming its interim 
management one year later. His meteoric ascension 
led him, in 1936, to be director of the Section 
of Monuments (Service of National Monuments 
from 1947 onwards) in Lisbon, in the DGEMN 
headquarters1.

Along with DGEMN’s general-director, Henrique 
Gomes da Silva (1890-1960), Baltazar Castro 
became the main person responsible for technical 
and theoretical orientations concerning the 
safeguarding of Portuguese architectural heritage. 
It was under Baltazar Castro’s leadership that the 
DGEMN had its golden age, namely the architectural 
heritage restorations in Portugal happened under 
the dictatorial regime of the Estado Novo (1933-
1974).

Baltazar Castro and the patrimonial 
actions in Portugal
The Estado Novo2, a nationalist and conservative 
dictatorship lead by António de Oliveira Salazar 
(1889-1970), used to consider architecture as a 
fundamental symbolic element of the Portuguese 
identity, as well as identification landmarks 
controlling the territory. This made monuments 
important components for the Portuguese regime, 
not only because of their artistic and historic values, 
but also for being carriers of ideological messages 
from the Estado Novo.

The DGEMN assumed from the regime its 
ideological directives, concerning patrimonial 
actions3. Nevertheless, there were no disciplinary 
guidelines (criteria and action principles) created by 
the DGEMN for practices in classified monuments 
to be followed by its technicians. Only in some texts 
were a few acting precepts mentioned, but with 
a non-binding dimension. For instance, general-
director Gomes da Silva advocated the recovery of 
the pristine shapes of monuments lost over time. 
Considering ruins and architectural distortions as 
visible effects from the decadent ages that affected 
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Portugal before the establishment of the Estado 
Novo, the regime imposed a messianic imperative 
to recover the original shapes of monuments. Thus, 
the ancient national glories were also regenerated.

This lack of previously established official norms 
provided a varied set of results, from minimalist 
interventions to the most radical ones (only 
in specific cases), according to the existing 
circumstances. The projects for architectural 
monuments usually had a double character 
deductive (interpretation of remains) and inductive 
(typological analogies).

In general, the ranking order of the tasks 
performed were: structural consolidation, 
sometimes dismantling structures with reduced 
stability and reconstructing them using the same 
materials (occasionally reinforced with concrete); 
repairing wall plaster and painting it, but in some 
cases removing the plaster from monuments; 
demolition of structures considered as spurious, 
frequently from subsequent periods, as for instance 
gilded woodcarvings and tile panels in medieval 
monuments; repairing and replacement of roofs, 
floors, rain spouts and other elements; partial 
reconstruction of dilapidated structures, preferably 
by anastylosis and reusing materials; replenishment 
of architectural elements through shape and 
constructive analogy, using ancient techniques; 
and finally, the overall reconstruction. Only in a 
few cases were inventive reintegration principles 
used to finish monuments, originating shapes that 
never existed before, or to rearrange or improve 
architectural structures.

Miguel Tomé mentioned that the apparent 
methodological unity seen in the DGEMN’s 
activity resulted from similarities in the planned 
work programmes for the different monuments, 
centralization of decisions, tight institutional 
control, and longevity of the activity from DGEMN’s 
technicians. Despite the ideological directives 
coming from the regime, the DGEMN usually guided 
its actions by pragmatic criteria of efficiency and 
ease of execution4.

Due to pursuing its activities in a collective way, 
avoiding individual authorship by its technicians, 
it is hard to find who did what in most of the 
DGEMN’s interventions in architectural heritage. 
In addition, documentation about projects became 
progressively more simplified and objective, with 
general ideas that would guide works. Jorge 
Rodrigues mentioned precisely the example of 

Baltazar Castro, whose empiric beliefs required his 
continuous presence at the worksites; while leading 
the works, he used to draw adjustments or new 
solutions for the projects directly on the ground of 
the sites, using the tip of his stick or his shoe5. These 
practices and his omnipresence in many DGEMN 
patrimonial works make it very hard to discover at 
which monuments Baltazar Castro played a role and 
what he did there.

Arrival of Baltazar Castro to the 
Estado da Índia
Despite the apparent methodological unity 
observed in the DGEMN activity, there was an 
evolutionary path over the time. By the end of 
the Second World War the previous DGEMN 
monumental restorations – several of them 
characterized by extensive reintegrations, inventive 
options or with demolition of ‘spurious elements’ 
– became increasingly criticized. As operational 
mentor of the DGEMN, Baltazar Castro and his 
standards became more and more criticized.

This led to his progressive retirement from the 
DGEMN, and in 1948 he was moved to the Superior 
Council for Public Works, removing him from 
projects connected with architectural heritage. 
Finally, around 1949, he went to the Ministry of 
Colonies as chief inspector of public works of the 
Portuguese colonies; two years after this he was 
most probably assigned to collaborate with the 
public works in the Estado da Índia6.

This Portuguese colony was living through a 
delicate time: the independence of India in 1947 
and its claims over the Indian territories under 
Portuguese administration contributed to a 
substantial inversion in the colonial policy of the 
Estado Novo7. The Portuguese overseas territories 
began to be regarded as overseas provinces instead 
of colonies; with that, the regime propagandized 
Portugal as a pluricontinental nation, justifying the 
union between all territories under Portuguese 
administration.

Several actions were taken to support the 
Portuguese pretensions to the Estado da Índia. 
By promoting socio-cultural and historical studies 
of the territory8, the propagandistic orientation 
of the Portuguese regime promulgated an 
‘Indo-Portuguese’ culture as a paradigm of 
lusotropicalism9, exhibiting a coherent fusion 
between Portuguese and Indian cultures. For 
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the Estado Novo, this specificity, resulting from 
the ‘Lusitanian colonial originality’, allowed a 
Portuguese Estado da Índia completely distinct 
from India.

Commemorative celebrations were justifications 
to exalt the ideological imperialistic propaganda of 
‘lusitanism’, also using the architectural heritage as 
a powerful ideological instrument of propaganda. 
Indo-Portuguese monuments were considered 
physical and visual landmarks, evidence of the 
ancestral Portuguese rule in India; showing this 
‘lusitanized’ territory allowed the regime to declare 
that it was closer to Portugal than India. With the 
intention of treating its colonies as part of the 
‘great Portugal’, there was an increase of public 
works in overseas territories.

Baltazar Castro arrived in the Estado da Índia in 
this context, probably commissioned to fill the 
vacuum caused by the dissolution of the Permanent 
Commission of Archaeology10 in 1950, and to 
coordinate the restorations of monuments in Old 
Goa, preparing them for the celebration of the 
Quadricentennial of Saint Francis Xavier’s Death 
(SFX celebration)11.

Despite the enormous fame he had as an eminent 
restorer, Baltazar Castro was a private person. Just 
as happened in Portugal, where his ubiquity in 
DGEMN projects make it hard to reconstruct where 
and what actions he was involved in, his activity 
in the Estado da Índia is not easy to follow. Only 
through secondary sources has it been possible to 
trace his trail in the Estado da Índia12.

Contextualization of Baltazar 
Castro’s preliminary activity in Goa
By 7 June 1950, D. José da Costa Nunes (1880-
1976), Patriarch of the East Indies, gave an 
interview to the Diário da Noite13, referring to 
his desire to repopulate Old Goa by restoring its 
ancient monastic buildings and installing religious 
institutions. This would complement the sanitary 
actions begun in the 1940s, and at the same time 
allow preparations for the SFX celebration in 1952. 
Old Goa would become, therefore, a religious city 
attracting new people and growing moderately.

In a telegram from 23 April 1951, the General 
Government of the Estado da Índia informed the 
Ministry of Colonies that, advised by Baltazar 
Castro, the budget allocated for the pilgrim 
accommodation would be used to restore convents 

to Old Goa, in order to adapt them to accommodate 
pilgrims14.  By 13 October 1951, another telegram 
from the General Government of the Estado da 
Índia asked when Baltazar Castro would arrive in 
Goa, and asked for instructions to complete the 
works already under way. An accompanying photo, 
showing the excavation at the bottom of the walls 
of the Bom Jesus Basilica in Old Goa, stated on the 
reverse side that the excavation was ordered by 
Baltazar Castro15.

D. José da Costa Nunes gave another interview to 
the Heraldo16 in 1952, informing about the imminent 
arrival of Baltazar Castro, with a specialized team, 
to restore the religious monuments of Old Goa. 
Baltazar Castro was supposed to restore convents 
at Old Goa to accommodate pilgrims and high 
dignitaries. Consequently, it is possible to infer that 
Baltazar Castro was already working in Goa in 1951, 
returning again in 1952.

The Diário da Noite17 brought, in its edition from 
26 June 1952, one of the rare interviews given by 
Baltazar Castro. Mentioning that he had already 
supervised several works on monuments in Old Goa 
before, Baltazar Castro referred to his return from 
Portugal with a team specialized in restoration.  
His goal was to consolidate and reconstitute 
monuments in Old Goa18.

Baltazar Castro did not hide his aims: he intended 
to substitute every roof from the monuments, 
replacing wooden roof structures to give them 
back their original shapes, and replacing the roofing 
tiles to avoid floods from the monsoons. Giving the 
Saint Catherine Chapel as example, Baltazar Castro 
stated that its miserable condition of conservation 
demanded that almost everything should be 
demolished and then reconstructed according its 
original shape; the monument would be purged 
from most of the later additions.

Disappointed with the condition of the architectural 
heritage in the Estado da Índia, Baltazar Castro 
focused his initial efforts on the monuments 
involved in the SFX celebrations in Old Goa. But he 
also had plans for the future restoration of other 
monuments in the Estado da Índia19. Finally, he 
made a plea for the absolutely essential creation 
of a public section exclusively dedicated to 
architectural monuments in the Estado da Índia.

Side by side with Baltazar Castro’s interview was an 
article from Redondo Junior, exhorting the efforts 
of Baltazar Castro in Old Goa and defending the 
reintegration of the ancient city in its architectural 
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purity. The author advocated the removal of 
lime plaster and whitewash in some monuments, 
restoring their (supposed) original image. The same 
purpose can be seen in another article by Carlos de 
Leiria, in the O Heraldo20 from 11 September 1952: 
the author urges Baltazar Castro to recover the 
original shape of Portuguese fortifications in the 
Estado da Índia, transforming them into places to 
attract tourists.

Patrimonial interventions of 
Baltazar Castro in Old Goa
It is possible to track and analyze the activity of 
Baltazar Castro (and his collaborators) on the 
Old Goa monuments through some sources 
mentioned above. The documented patrimonial 
interventions in the architectural heritage of Old 
Goa with Baltazar Castro’s direct engagement are 
the following, listed in order from the most simple 
and consensual (repairing and painting on all the 
selected monuments) to the most complex and 
polemical ones:

1) Archbishop’s Palace – repairing and painting, as 
well as sanitary infrastructures21.

2) Saint Francis Xavier Chapel – execution of 
beneficiations and paintings22.

3) Saint Cajetan Convent – sanitary facilities were 
built for the Archaeological Museum placed 
there; repairing and painting23.

4) See Cathedral – the image of Saint Catherine 
of Alexandria on the altarpiece (main chapel) 
had under her feet the Sabayo (ruler of Goa at 
the time of the Portuguese conquest), but after 
Baltazar Castro’s intervention the Sabayo was 
replaced by a cloud; the two images of St. Peter 
and St. Paul, formerly placed in front of the 
altarpiece, were moved to new lateral niches 
introduced in the main chapel24.

5) Saint Francis of Assisi Convent – the cross in the 
churchyard was consolidated and had its lime 
plaster removed, and the stone columns (which 
came from the ruins of Saint Dominic Convent) 
were partially removed25.

6) House of Bulas – repairing and painting to 
convert it to a health center 26.

7) Saint Monica Convent – a military barrack had 
been installed here since the mid 1940s, and 
several works were undertaken here to adapt 
it27; Baltazar Castro’s team dismantled and 
reconstructed the gateway of the external 

vestibule of the convent and the vault of the 
Our Lady of the Candles Chapel; the lime plaster 
from the walls of this chapel was removed, 
revealing an ancient pulpit; in addition, repairs 
and painting were carried out as well as sanitary 
infrastructures28.

8) Saint John of God Convent – this former 
religious edifice was a partial ruin before 
Baltazar Castro’s intervention; the actions taken 
were the rebuilding of the stone gate using 
old stones, the repairing of roofs and other 
elements and some painting, in order to adapt it 
to use as a military barrack29.

9) Saint Paul’s College – Baltazar Castro was 
never mentioned in documents regarding this 
location, but by comparing this restoration with 
others and by comparing photos from before 
and after his activity in Old Goa, it is possible 
to conclude that the ruins of the church façade 
underwent an intervention that substantially 
changed its image; the remaining ruin was 
consolidated and strengthened through two 
lateral structural reinforcements, leading to the 
suppression of side elements of the façade.

10) Bom Jesus Basilica – the first reference to 
Baltazar Castro’s activity in the Estado da Índia 
was the excavation at the bottom of the walls 
of the basilica, intending to recover the initial 
floor level; besides that, sanitary infrastructures 
were renovated, roofs were fixed, and repairs 
and painting were done inside the building; 
the tower, placed beside the main chapel, was 
consolidated and its roof was removed and 
substituted by a rooftop; a new cross was built 
on the back of the basilica; the major change in 
the religious complex was the removal of the 
lime plaster from the exterior façades of the 
basilica, leaving the stone (laterite) exposed 
to weathering effects and, at the same time, 
drastically changing its image30.

11) Saint Catherine Chapel – in partial ruins 
previous to the restoration, a radical change 
was made to its image: excavations around the 
chapel tried to recover the original road, and  

wooden roof structures and the choir were 
replaced; the main façade was substantially 
modified by removing the lime plaster from 
several elements (pilasters, plinth and cornice), 
and the first story frieze was eliminated; the 
former chaplain house attached behind the 
chapel was demolished; finally, the main chapel 
vault and the south wall were dismantled 
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and rebuilt using the same stones, but with 
some modifications, such as the lack of plaster 
covering the walls, the opening of a narrow 
window in the main chapel, and the introduction 
of two new crosses on the roof31.

12) Arch of Viceroys – intending to reintegrate the 
monument to its supposed initial shape, a very 
different image was given to the arch; besides 
the excavations around it to find the original 
path, the upper niche with the statue of Saint 
Catherine of Alexandria was eliminated (with 
only the lower niche with the statue of Vasco 
da Gama remaining), and all the lime plaster 
was removed; the walls flanking the arch 
were suppressed and replaced by two lateral 
structural reinforcements, and the two existing 
buttresses in its back were removed (as can be 
seen in Figures 1 and 2)32.

There is no doubt about the impact of Baltazar 
Castro’s patrimonial activity on architectural 

monuments of Old Goa, and it was initially broadly 
accepted. Nevertheless, the local elites demanded 
more comprehensive interventions concerning the 
heritage of Old Goa, such as improvement of the 
road system, public illumination, afforestation and 
beautification of streets, revivification of the city 
by installing religious institutions, implementation 
of archaeological excavations and investment in 
tourism33.

Baltazar Castro effectively tried to comply with 
these demands: an article from O Heraldo34 
mentioned that he wanted to define a protection 
zone for Old Goa35. It is possible that the plan 
presented in 1959, in the context of the ambitious 
project for the ‘Reintegration of the City of Old 
Goa in its Historic, Archaeological and Religious 
Ambient’, had been inspired by Baltazar Castro’s 
ideas; after all, Naguesha Pissurlencar, one of the 
closest collaborators of Baltazar Castro in Goa, was 
the architect responsible for the elaboration of that 
plan.

Fig. 1: Arch of Viceroys before the intervention performed 
by Baltazar Castro, photographed during the study mission 
led by Mário Chicó in 1951.
Source: Mário Soares Foundation – fund ‘Mário e Alice Chicó’, 
reference nr. 07127.000.240 ‘Arco dos Vice-Reis’

Fig. 2: Arch of Viceroys after the intervention performed by 
Baltazar Castro, photographed by Emile Marini in 1957. 
Source: Overseas Historical Archive / Institute of Tropical 
Scientific Research – fund ‘Overseas General Agency’, 
reference nr. MAR/DB0130, ID nr. 130 ‘O Arco dos Vice-Reis, 
Visto do Lado do Rio Mandovi’
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Concluding note
By 2 August 1953, the recently restored Arch of 
Viceroys fell down during the tempestuous rains of 
the monsoon. It was a hard blow for the Portuguese 
propagandistic expectations in the Estado da 
Índia, especially due to the symbolism of this 
commemorative monument. Despite the prompt 
intervention of the Portuguese authorities, limiting 
access to the monument and rapidly rebuilding it36, 
the damage caused casualties, one of which was 
Baltazar Castro.

The objections against the criteria adopted 
by Baltazar Castro in the restorations of Goan 
monuments increased among Goan society, 
even penetrating slightly in the censored press. 
Regarding the plaster removal from the Arch of 
Viceroys, it was possible to read a veiled criticism of 
the option of favouring the aesthetic perspective 
rather than the historic one: lime plaster was always 
used to protect laterite stone from monsoon rains. 
Without the protection of plaster, the rainwater 
infiltrated the stone and caused the collapse of the 
monument37. The same care was valid for the Bom 
Jesus Basilica and the Saint Catherine Chapel, which 
had parts of their plaster removed38.

Because of these criticisms, Baltazar Castro did not 
return to Goa again. Works were executed under 
direction of his collaborators in Goa, and until 1957 
he continued giving advice to patrimonial works 
in Old Goa, but at a distance from his location in 
Lisbon39. An official notification from that year, 
sent by the General Government of the Estado da 
Índia, insistently asked him for advice concerning 
the plastering of the Bom Jesus Basilica, subtly 
suggesting restoring lime plaster to walls to protect 
them from monsoon rainwater40.

His interventions in Goan monuments reflected 
his previous practice in the DGEMN, namely the 
intention to recreate an idealized image for some 
monuments, causing their adulteration since they 
acquired an image they never had before. And as 
had happened before, after an intense and fruitful 
activity in Old Goa, frequently repeating what was 
no longer allowed in Portugal, Baltazar Castro was 
again criticised – this time by the Estado da Índia, 
forcing his final retirement.
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